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How Will Capitalism End?

2017-11-14

one of the best books of the year guardian financial times times higher education a major collection of essays that questions whether

contemporary capitalism will end with a bang or a whimper from a leading political economist and the author of buying time after years

of ill health capitalism is now in a critical condition growth has given way to stagnation inequality is leading to instability and

confidence in the money economy has all but evaporated in how will capitalism end the acclaimed analyst of contemporary politics

and economics wolfgang streich argues that the world is about to change the marriage between democracy and capitalism ill suited

partners brought together in the shadow of world war ii is coming to an end the regulatory institutions that once restrained the financial

sector s excesses have collapsed and after the final victory of capitalism at the end of the cold war there is no political agency

capable of rolling back the liberalization of the markets ours has become a world defined by declining growth oligarchic rule a

shrinking public sphere institutional corruption and international anarchy and no cure to these ills is at hand

Foretelling the End of Capitalism

2020-05-12

intellectuals since the industrial revolution have been obsessed with whether when and why

capitalism will collapse this riveting account of two centuries of failed forecasts of doom reveals the

key to capitalism s durability prophecies about the end of capitalism are as old as capitalism itself

none have come true yet whether out of hope or fear we keep looking for harbingers of doom in

foretelling the end of capitalism francesco boldizzoni gets to the root of the human need to imagine

a different and better world and offers a compelling solution to the puzzle of why capitalism has

been able to survive so many shocks and setbacks capitalism entered the twenty first century

triumphant its communist rival consigned to the past but the great recession and worsening

inequality have undermined faith in its stability and revived questions about its long term prospects

is capitalism on its way out if so what might replace it and if it does endure how will it cope with

future social and environmental crises and the inevitable costs of creative destruction boldizzoni

shows that these and other questions have stood at the heart of much analysis and speculation from

the early socialists and karl marx to the occupy movement capitalism has survived predictions of its

demise not as many think because of its economic efficiency or any intrinsic virtues of markets but

because it is ingrained in the hierarchical and individualistic structure of modern western societies

foretelling the end of capitalism takes us on a fascinating journey through two centuries of unfulfilled

prophecies an intellectual tour de force and a plea for political action it will change our

understanding of the economic system that determines the fabric of our lives

Ending the Crisis of Capitalism Or Ending Capitalism?
the factors that brought about the 2008 financial collapse are examined in this analysis that explores
the systemic crisis of capitalism after two decades of neoliberal globalization samir amin lays bare
the relationship between dominating oligopolies and the globalization of the world economy and
argues that the current crisis is a profound crisis of the capitalist system itself bringing forward an
era in which wars and perhaps revolutions will once again shake the world the author examines the
threat to the plutocracies of the united states europe and japan from decisions of recent g20
meetings and analyzes these powers attempts to get back to the pre 2008 system and to impose
their domination on the peoples of the south through intensifying military intervention by using
institutions such as nato an alternative strategy which by building on the advances made by
progressive forces in latin america would allow for a more humane society through both the north
and the south working together is proposed
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prophecies about the end of capitalism are as old as capitalism none of them so far has come true yet we keep looking into the crystal ball in search of harbingers of doom francesco boldizzoni gets to the root of the very human need to imagine a better world and uncovers the mechanisms by which the same forecasting mistakes are made over and over again he offers a compelling solution to the puzzle of what is capitalism and why it seems able to survive all sorts of shocks the global crisis that developed countries faced at the beginning of the twenty first century has undermined faith in the capitalist market economy bringing once again to the forefront questions about its long term prospects is capitalism on its way out if not what should be expected from future crises will society be able and willing to bear the social and environmental costs of creative destruction and relentless financialization these and other questions have lain at the heart of political economy since the age of karl marx foretelling the end of capitalism takes us on a journey through two centuries of unfulfilled prophecies to challenge the belief in an immutable destiny
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since the world economic crisis of 2007 commentators have pointed to the dangers of a capitalistic system that seems incapable of delivering sustainable growth and well being this bold new book offers an exhaustive diagnosis of global capitalism across the world's nations david lane examines the nature and appeal of neoliberal capitalism according to different schools of thought and he analyses proposals for its reform and replacement from state socialism and social democratic corporatism to self sustaining networks looking ahead to a novel system of economic and political coordination based on a combination of market socialism and state planning this book offers crucial insights for scholars thinking about alternatives to capitalism chapters 3 and 16 are available open access under cc by nc nd licence
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in does capitalism have a future a global quintet of distinguished scholars cut their way through to the question of whether our capitalist system can survive in the medium run despite the current gloom conventional wisdom still assumes that there is no real alternative to capitalism the authors argue that this generalization is a mistaken outgrowth of the optimistic nineteenth century claim that human history ascends through stages to an enlightened equilibrium of liberal capitalism all major historical systems have broken down in the end and in the modern epoch several cataclysmic events notably the french revolution world war i and the collapse of the soviet bloc came to pass when contemporary political elites failed to calculate the consequences of the processes they presumed to govern at present none of our governing elites and very few intellectuals can fathom a systemic collapse in the coming decades while the book's contributors arrive at different conclusions they are in constant dialogue with one another and they construct a relatively seamless if open ended whole written by five of world's most respected scholars of global historical trends this ambitious book asks the most important of questions are we on the cusp of a radical world historical shift
Does Capitalism Have a Future?

2013-10-21

comparable with michael lewis the big short or indeed ian fraser s shredded bob wylie has done a forensic job a powerful book talk media podcast the collapse in january 2018 of the construction giant carillion outsourcer of huge government building contracts is one of the great financial scandals of modern times when it folded it had only 29 million in the bank and debts and other liabilities adding up to a staggering 7 billion when the total losses were counted it was established that the banks were owed 1 3 billion in loans and that there was a hole in the pension fund of 2 6 billion that left british taxpayers picking up the tab to salvage the pensions owed to carillion workers on one level this is a familiar story of directors who systematically looted a company with the aim of their own enrichment but in a wider context the carillion catastrophe exposes everything that is wrong about the state we are in now the free for all of company laws which govern directors dealings the toothless regulators the crime and very little punishment of the big four auditors and a government which is a prisoner of a broken model born of a political ideology which it cannot forsake through the story of carillion bob wylie exposes the lawlessness of contemporary capitalism that is facilitated by hapless politicians and gives a warning for the future that must be heeded bandit capitalism charts in jaw dropping detail the rise and rise of the british oligarchy an excoriating book on the corruption that can lurk within contemporary capitalism financial times best books of 2020
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essays that explore new ways of living with technological change every year since 1964 the socialist register has offered a fascinating survey of movements and ideas from the independent new left this year s edition asks readers to explore just how we need to live with new technologies essays in this 57th socialist register reveal the contradictions and dislocations of technological change in the twenty first century and they explore alternative ways of living from artificial intelligence ai to the arts from transportation to fashion from environmental science to economic planning greg albo post capitalism alternatives or detours nicole aschoff and pankaj mahta ai deology science capitalism and the dream of a people s ai hugo radice there is nothing artificial about ai labour class utopia socialism larry lohman interpretation machines contradictions of digital mechanization in twenty first century capitalism robin hahnel democratic socialist planning against with and beyond the new technologies tanner mirrlees platform socialists in the age of digital capitalism derek hrynyszyn imagining information socialism bryan palmer capitalism and the clock time s meaning in the struggle for socialism sean sweeney and john treat shifting gears labour strategies for low carbon
public transit mobility adam greenfield smart cities technological traps democratic possibilities christoph hermann the consequences of commodification contours of a post capitalist society joan sangster the surveillance of service labour conditions and possibilities of resistance jeronimo montero bressan beyond neoliberal fashion imagining clothing production as a human need massimiliano mollona art commons art collectives and the post capitalist imagination ingar solty the world of tomorrow scenarios for our future between demise and hope
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from the chief economics commentator of the financial times a magnificent reckoning with how and why the marriage between democracy and capitalism is coming undone and what can be done to reverse this terrifying dynamic martin wolf has long been one of the wisest voices on global economic issues he has rarely been called an optimist yet he has never been as worried as he is today liberal democracy is in recession and authoritarianism is on the rise the ties that ought to bind open markets to free and fair elections are threatened even in democracy s heartlands the united states and england around the world powerful voices argue that capitalism is better without democracy others argue that democracy is better without capitalism this book is a forceful rejoinder to both views even as it offers a deep lucid assessment of why this marriage has grown so strained it makes clear why a divorce of capitalism from democracy would be a calamity for the world they need each other even if they find it hard to life together for all its flaws argues wolf democratic capitalism remains far and away the best system for human flourishing but something has gone seriously awry the growth of prosperity has slowed and the division of its fruits between the hypersuccessful few and the rest has become more unequal the plutocrats have retreated to their bastions where they pour scorn on government s ability to invest in the public goods needed to foster opportunity and sustainability but the incoming flood of autocracy will rise to overwhelm them too in the end citizenship is not just a slogan or a romantic idea it s the only idea that can save us wolf argues nothing has ever harmonized political and economic freedom better than a shared faith in the common good this wise and rigorously fact based exploration of the epic story of the dynamic between democracy and capitalism concludes with the lesson that our ideals and our interests not only should align but must do so for everyone s sake democracy itself is now at stake
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